
You need a great headline…and
great content
We  all  know  how  important  headlines  are.   When  we  are
constantly scanning our devices, we need to be able to select
what we want to read quickly, and headlines help us do that.
So, no argument here about great headlines.

However, what happens when the article associated with the
great headline is not so great?

Case in point: My mother happened to see a headline promising
seven secrets to getting the best seats on a plane. She was
intrigued as she flies quite frequently.  And as anybody who
has flown in the past year knows,  comfortable seating is now
a thing of the past as airlines try to cram more seats in a
plane  while  charging  fees  for  sitting  in  areas  like  the
bulkhead and emergency row.

Well, guess what the main “secret” to getting a better seat
is?  Pay  for  it.  Seriously.  This  article,  promising  seven
“secrets” to get better seats, had two main suggestions (a
more accurate term for what the article offered): check the
aircraft seating map and pay if you have to.

Needless to say, this useless article did not live up to its
headline. Since the article was so poor, I don’t even remember
who wrote it. However, I do know what website this garbage was
on.  It  makes  me  question  whether  other  articles  on  that
website are as bad.

The  bottom  line  is  that  writing  a  great  headline  is  not
enough. If your content fails to live up to headline what you
are doing is tricking your readers, and readers do not like to
be tricked.

Getting readers to your content is important, but if your
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content  disappoints,  you  will  end  up  with  disappointed
readers. That is not a strategy for growth.

Have you come across articles that don’t live up to their
headlines? Did that change your behavior toward the source?

 

Think  a  headline  does  not
matter?
A headline can either draw the reader in or not.

The Washington Post has different headlines on its website
than in the print edition (why this is, I don’t know). This
morning,  for  example,  I  barely  glanced  at  Charles
Krauthammer’s op-ed piece “Libyan ‘Crossfire’.”  Then, when
perusing WashingtonPost.com I saw the following headline:

Krauthammer: Gaddafi justified his rotten death

Now, that intrigued me. So I clicked and lo and behold, it is
the same article.

A good headline is descriptive, yes, and has an element to
make you read further. Writing a good headline will get your
article (or press release or blog post) seen (if not read
fully).
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